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This special issue of Science of Computer Programming contains expanded versions 
of selected research papers presented at ESOP’96, the 6th European Symposium on 
Programming. Following tradition it was held jointly with the Colloquium on Trees 
in Algebra and Programming (CAAP) and the International Conference on Compiler 
Construction (CC); it took place on 22-26 April 1996, in Linkoping, Sweden. 
ESOP is devoted to fundamental issues in the specification, analysis, and implemen- 
tation of programming languages. The emphasis is on research that bridges the gap 
between theory and practice; in particular, on practical studies based on firm theo- 
retical foundations and theoretical developments with a clearly identified potential for 
practical application. 
The program committee received 64 papers of which 23 were accepted for presen- 
tation at the conference; invited talks were given by Simon Peyton Jones and Cliff 
Jones. Authors of six papers were invited to expand and revise their papers for this 
special issue; the normal refereeing procedure has been applied to these submissions. 
The group of six papers contained in this volume shows the spectrum of topics covered 
by ESOP. 
“A transformation-based optimiser for Haskell” by Simon L. Peyton Jones and 
Andre L.M. Santos shows how theory and practice can go hand in hand: it illustrates 
how theoretical results like the second-order lambda calculus, linear type systems, and 
strictness analysis have been used for constructing a real compiler. Furthermore, the 
paper points to where more theory may be needed, and where the theory was found 
to be “less appropriate” and therefore had to be modified in order to suit the practical 
application. 
“A sound polymorphic type system for a dialect of C” by Geoffrey Smith and 
Dennis Volpano transfers insights obtained for typing higher-order functional languages 
like Standard ML to widely used imperative languages like C and C++. The paper 
presents a polymorphic type system for a subset of C with references, dereferences and 
pointer arithmetic, and shows that the traditional theoretical results can be carried over 
to the new setting; this includes giving precise and useful characterisations of the kind 
of run-time errors that the program can give rise to. 
“Constraints to stop deforestation” by Helmut Seidl and Morten Heine Sorensen 
presents a new combination of techniques for ensuring termination of a certain kind 
of program transformation for higher-order functional programs. A main ingredient 
is a constraint-based control flow analysis and it is extended with additional integer 
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constraints approximating the depth of unfoldings that may take place during the trans- 
formation. The paper studies the correctness as well as the complexity of the analysis. 
“Linear-time hierarchies for a functional language machine model” by Eva Rose 
addresses a very important problem that should attract much more attention: the im- 
plementation of a language faithful to the source language - also on a fine grain level 
where the actual number of evaluation steps is taken into account. The paper continues 
the work pioneered by Neil D. Jones of adapting complexity theoretical notions to 
the concerns of programming languages so as to avoid the usual scenario of complex- 
ity theory where constant factors do not matter (very unlike the practical concerns of 
programming). 
“Towards a logical semantics for pure Prolog” by Roberto Barbuti, Nicoletta De 
Francesco, Paolo Mancarella and Antonella Santone studies the semantics of Prolog. 
The problem is that the declarative semantics of Prolog is not equivalent to the pro- 
cedural semantics employed by implementations of Prolog and the idea in the paper 
is to introduce a four valued logic that in addition to the classical two logical values 
also models “non-termination” and “success followed by non-termination”. The paper 
shows that a logical semantics based on this has the desired coincidence properties. 
“Optimal domains for disjunctive abstract interpretation” by Roberto Giacobazzi 
and Francesco Ranzato gives insight into what are the basic constituents of program 
analyses. The paper studies disjunctive completions of abstract domains in general and 
in particular the notion of a least disjunctive basis. The least disjunctive basis of an 
abstract domain exposes its basic abstract values and thereby it gives a handle on how 
to decompose existing abstract domains and how to construct new abstract domains. The 
paper applies the technique to existing analyses presented in the literature (including 
comportment analysis and analyses of logic languages). 
I would like to thank the members of the programme committee and the referees 
(for ESOP’96 and for this special issue) for taking part in selecting and reviewing the 
papers. 
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